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Results of the Internal Letter of Comment, July 2013
Gruezen!
Unto Dorcas, Gold Falcon and the learned members of the Calontir College of Heralds does Brigida, Saker herald
send her greetings.
Here are the results of the deliberations of the Commenting Heralds during the months of May on the most recent In
ternal Letter of Intent. All items forwarded on to Laurel were sent out on the 28 June 2013 ELoI. Items not sent on
to Laurel appear at the end of this letter on pages 6-7.
Forwarded on to Laurel:
1: Áine Táilliúir - New Badge
(Fieldless) A winged rabbit sejant guardant sinister paw raised Or, wings
elevated and addorsed azure, and attired of a stag's antlers argent
2: Calontir, Kingdom of - New Transfer of Heraldic Title
Transfer of Heraldic Title "Hapenny Herald" to Dabhaidh Orcheard
We, <redacted> and <redacted>, known in the SCA as Donnegal Eriksson and Catalina Arazuri, King and Queen of
Calontir, and <redacted>, known in the SCA as Dorcas Whitecap, Gold Falcon Principal Herald, do transfer to
<redacted>, known in the SCA as Dabhaidh Orcheard, the heraldic title "Hapenny Herald." We understand that this
transfer cannot be withdrawn once made.
signed:
<His Majesty> 18 May 2013
<Her Majesty> 18 May 2013
<Gold Falcon> 18 May 2013
3: Calontir, Kingdom of - New Transfer of Heraldic Title
Transfer of Heraldic Title "Cabochard Pursuivant" to the Barony of Coeur d'Ennui
We, <redacted> and <redacted>, known in the SCA as Donnegal Eriksson and Catalina Arazuri, King and Queen of
Calontir, and <redacted>, known in the SCA as Dorcas Whitecap, Gold Falcon Principal Herald, do transfer to the
Barony of Coeur d'Ennui, the heraldic title "Cabochard Pursuivant." We understand that this transfer cannot be
withdrawn once made.
signed:
<His Majesty> 18 May 2013
<Her Majesty> 18 May 2013
<Gold Falcon> 18 May 2013
4: Calontir, Kingdom of - New Transfer of Heraldic Title
Transfer of Heraldic Title "White Boar Herald" to Einarr Grimsson
We, <redacted> and <redacted>, known in the SCA as Donnegal Eriksson and Catalina Arazuri, King and Queen of
Calontir, and <redacted>, known in the SCA as Dorcas Whitecap, Gold Falcon Principal Herald, do transfer
<redacted>, known in the SCA as Einarr Grimsson, the heraldic title "White Boar Herald." We understand that this
transfer cannot be withdrawn once made.
signed:
<His Majesty> 18 May 2013
<Her Majesty> 18 May 2013
<Gold Falcon> 18 May 2013
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5: Calontir, Kingdom of - New Transfer of Heraldic Title
Transfer of Heraldic Title "Culuerene Herald" to Mikhail Nikolaevich Kramolnikov
We, <redacted> and <redacted>, known in the SCA as Donnegal Eriksson and Catalina Arazuri, King and Queen of
Calontir, and <redacted>, known in the SCA as Dorcas Whitecap, Gold Falcon Principal Herald, do transfer to
<redacted>, known in the SCA as Mikhail Nikolaevich Kramolnikov, the heraldic title "Culuerene Herald." We
understand that this transfer cannot be withdrawn once made.
signed:
<His Majesty> 18 May 2013
<Her Majesty> 18 May 2013
<Gold Falcon> 18 May 2013
6: Calontir, Kingdom of - New Transfer of Heraldic Title
Transfer of Heraldic Title "Gold Penguin Herald" to Christopher Amber
We, <redacted> and <redacted>, known in the SCA as Donnegal Eriksson and Catalina Arazuri, King and Queen of
Calontir, and <redacted>, known in the SCA as Dorcas Whitecap, Gold Falcon Principal Herald, do transfer to
<redacted>, known in the SCA as Christopher Amber, the heraldic title "Gold Penguin Herald." We understand that
this transfer cannot be withdrawn once made.
signed:
<His Majesty> 18 May 2013
<Her Majesty> 18 May 2013
<Gold Falcon> 18 May 2013
7: Christopher Amber - New Acceptance of Heraldic Title
Acceptance of Heraldic Title "Gold Penguin Herald" from the Kingdom of Calontir
I, <redacted>, known in the SCA as Christopher Amber, do hereby accept the transfer of the heraldic title "Gold
Penguin Herald" from the Kingdom of Calontir. I understand that this transfer cannot be withdrawn once made.
May 19, 2013
<redacted modern signature>
8: Coeur d'Ennui, Barony of - New Acceptance of Heraldic Title
Acceptance of Heraldic Title "Cabochard Pursuivant" from the Kingdom of Calontir
We, <redacted> and <redacted>, known in the SCA as Arthur of Ballonesmore and Gracye of Lokwode, Baron and
Baroness of the Barony of Coeur d'Ennui in the Kingdom of Calontir do hereby accept the transfer of the heraldic
title "Cabochard Pursuivant" [reg. March 1985 via Calontir] from the Kingdom of Calontir.
<signature redacted> May 20, 2013
<signature redacted> May 20, 2013
9: Crespin de Laon - New Device
Bendy gules and argent, an orle of martlets sable
Blazon on the ILOI was Bendy gules and argent, an orle of martlets close sable.
It was recommended to drop the word "close" from the blazon since that is the
default for martlets.
10: Dabhaidh Orcheard - New Acceptance of Heraldic Title
Acceptance of Heraldic Title "Hapenny Herald" from the Kingdom of Calontir
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I, <redacted>, known in the SCA as Dabhaidh Orcheard, do hereby accept the transfer of ther heraldic title
"Hapenny Herald" from the Kingdom of Calontir. I understand that this transfer cannot be withdrawn once made.
<modern signature redacted>
6/19/2013
11: Einarr Grímsson - New Acceptance of Heraldic Title
Acceptance of Heraldic Title "White Boar Herald" from the Kingdom of Calontir
I, <redacted> known in the SCA as Einarr Grimsson, do hereby accept the transfer of the heraldic title "White Boar
Herald" (registered May of 2012 via Calontir) from the Kingdom of Calontir. I understand that this transfer cannot
be withdrawn once made.
<redacted modern signature>
Date: May 20, 2013
12: Gabriel andvaka Kjotvason - New Alternate Name
Andrea Auditore da Venezia
Submitter desires a masculine name.
No major changes.
Language (16th century Venice) most important.
Culture (16th century Venice) most important.
Andrea: Andrea is found in Uckelman, "Fifteenth Century Venetian Masculine Names", 2004.
http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/italian/venice.html (accessed at 12:01 p.m. on 5/10/2013).
Auditore: A 1598 Italian to English Dictionary translates "auditore" to an "auditor". Florio, "A Worlde of Words",
1598, reprinted in facsimile in the series, Fabian, et al., "Anglistica & Americana", 1972.
A sixteenth century book shows that an "auditor" is a type of judge in Venice at that time. Unfortunately the book is
only in English. Contarini, "The Commonwealth and Government of Venice" pgs 99-102. translated and published
in English by Edmund Mattes in 1599.
http://sceti.library.upenn.edu/sceti/printedbooksNew/index.cfm?TextID=contarini (accessed 12:10 p.m. on
5/10/2013).
Occupational surnames are known to exist in sixteenth century Venice. Smith, "Names from Sixteenth Century
Venice", 2008, rvsd 2009. http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/juliana/16thcvenice.html (accessed at 12:13 p.m. on
5/10/2013).
While the occupational surname "Auditore" is not known to exist, as "Auditore" is translated to auditor at that time,
and an "auditor" is an occupation, "Auditore" is likely to be an acceptable occupational surname in sixteenth century
Venice.
da Venezia: Locative surnames are also known in Venice at that time (although using "da Venezia" would be rather
ridiculous in Venice, but a Venetian would likely to have been known by that outside of Venice). Id. Venice is well
known to be a city existing in the sixteenth century. The construction of "da Venezia" follows the common patterns
of such locatives. Id.
Copies of all documentation was included.
13: Geoffroi d'Aurillac - New Name
Submitter desires a masculine name.
No major changes.
Geoffroi-dated to 1306 in Morlet, _Picarde_, p. 392
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d'Aurillac-place name in _Recueil de pieces originales et authentiques, concernant la tenue des Estats-Generaux - De
Blois en 1588_, p. 26 of proces-Verbal. Located in Google Books at
http://books.google.com/books?id=0yUwAAAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#
v=on epage&q=aurillac&f=false. Copies of this source was included.
14: Ian MacCrery - New Name & New Device
Azure, three mullets of four points between two bendlets argent.
Submitter desires a masculine name.
Sound most important.
Ian - IGI Batch M06080-1 Marriage of Ian Moore in 1608 in Leconfield, York,
England. Found at https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/NJCY-F6X
McCrery - Black p. 480 s.n. Maccrery "John MacCrery 1526
15: Kamiizumi Hirotaro - New Device Change
Argent, a demi-crane displayed purpure.
Old Item: Argent, three triangles conjoined one and two purpure, to be retained
as a badge.

16: Kamiizumi Hirotaro - New Badge
Argent, a demi-crane displayed purpure within a triangle inverted voided sable.
The submitter, when the cases of previous registration found by Modar Volk
during the ILoI process were discussed, wished to send this badge submission to
Laurel.
17: Konrad Lishka - New Name
Submitter desires a masculine name.
No major changes.
Client requests authenticity for 15th-16th century Bohemia.
Sound most important.
Konrad: "The name <Konrad> is a native German name. ...Looking at tax data from Rottweil (in BadenWürttemberg) in 1441, forms of <Konrad> make up the second most popular name (with 126 instances)... In tax
rolls from southern Germany in 1495, forms of the name <Konrad> make it the second most popular men's name."
Academy of St. Gabriel report #3048. Found at http://www.s-gabriel.org/3048
Lishka: "We found the surname <Lyschka>, which is derived from the word for 'fox', in Bohemia in 1555. [4] We
believe that <Lishka>, or the Polish-influenced spelling of <Liszka>, would also be appropriate for your period."
Academy of St. Gabriel report #3353. Found at http://www.s-gabriel.org/3353
18: Michael Sean MacGee - New Name & New Device
Argent, a pall inverted sable surmounted by a rat rampant maintaining a rapier
gules
Submitter desires a masculine name.
Sound most important.
Language (Celtic Scot Irish) most important.
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Culture (Celtic Scot Irish) most important.
Michael: Late 16th Century English Given Names by Talan Gwynek. Found at http://www.sgabriel.org/names/talan/eng16/eng16alpha.html. Michael is listed with a frequency of 19.
Sean: Withycomb, 3rd ed. pg 178-179 under 'John' Sean - Irish form, Ian Iain - Gaelic. Dates not given for these
forms.
MacGee:
-Black Surnames of Scotland p. 496 MacGhie, MacGhee, MacGee. Closest dated examples with closest spellings:
George McGe 1500, M'Gye 1482, M'Gey 1473, Makgee 1527, makge 1550, Ion M'Ghey vicar & minister Kildalton
1595
-Reaney & Wilson DES p. 292 McGee... Robert Macgye M'Gy 1444-9
The consulting herald included a note saying that "The client was informed that double given names were not done.
He still wanted to try. I do have an email stating that if it must be one given only he prefers Michael MacGee."
Device note- On the ILOI, the blazon was Argent, a pall inverted sable surmounted by a mouse rampant
maintaining a rapier gules. However since comments were made that it appeared rat-like, the client was contacted
and agreed to change the blazon from "mouse" to "rat."
19: Mikhail Nikolaevich Kramolnikov - New Acceptance of Heraldic Title
Acceptance of Heraldic Title "Culuerene Herald" from the Kingdom of Calontir
I, <redacted>, known in the SCA as Mikhail Nikolaevich Kramolnikov, do hereby accept the transfer of the heraldic
title "Culuerene Herald" from the Kingdom of Calontir. I understand that this transfer cannot be withdrawn once
made.
May 19, 2013
<redacted modern signature>
20: Oddvakr Hergrímsson - New Name
Language (Norse) most important.
Culture (Norse) most important.
Oddvakr - Geirr Bassi p. 13
Hergrímsson - Hergrimr - Geirr Bassi p. 11
-sson - "son of"
21: Reginleif Eiriksdottir - New Name & New Device
Or, in fess three oak leaves gules.
Submitter desires a feminine name.
No major changes.
Language most important.
Culture most important.
Reginleif: Geirr Bassi, p. 14, noted with 1 instance
Eiriksdottir: Geirr Bassi, p. 9, lists Erikr with 12 instances
-dottir means "daughter of"
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22: Sciath of Calanais Nuadh - Resub Name
Sciath
- Saint's name on p. 162 in OCM; daughter of Mecher
- St. Gabriel Report #2196 (http://www.s-gabriel.org/2196): "There is a rare, old Irish Gaelic name <Sciath>; like
the island name, it was identical to the common Old Irish word for 'wing' and 'shield'. We find it recorded in 12th
century Ireland; unfortunately, the source is a genealogy and we don't know when the woman recorded as <Sciath>
actually lived [6]. It is also the name of an early Irish saint [7]."
Calanais Nuadh - SCA group in Calontir; name registered in December 1992
23: Vatavia, Barony of - New Order Name & New Badge
Order of Saint Hilarius
Azure, a humerus bone bendwise sinister argent surmounted by a dragonfly
Or a bordure per saltire argent and Or.
Sound most important.
"Medieval Secular Order Names" by Juliana de Luna found at http://heraldry.sca.org/names/order/new. Twenty-two
percent of all examples used saint names. Three English churches were dedicated to St. Hilary (Latin Hilarius). Also
there were villages named after St. Hilary in Cornwall and Glamorgan.
Saint Hilarius: Encyclopedia Britannica 11th ed. 1910, vol 13, pg 458-460.
p. 458 St. Hilarius: 300-367 Bishop Pictavium (Poitiers) called Athanasius of West
p. 459 Hilarius: Bishop of Rome (Pope) 461-468, succeeded Leo the Great
p. 459 Hilarius: 1125 Latin poet supposed to have been an Englishman, pupil Abelard MS 1008 Biblioteque
Nationale Paris
p. 459-460 St. Hilarius 403-449 Bishop Aries
Petition signed by Baronage, officers, and populace was included.
24: Vigr Biornsson - New Name
Submitter desires a masculine name.
Sound most important.
Meaning most important.
Vigr - Nordiskt Runnamaslexikon. http://www.sofi.se/servlet/GetDoc?meta_id=1472
Fda. Wigh (?), fsv. binamn Vigh (hit?; se Hellquist 1912 s. 103 med not 13)
Av adj. (fvn.) vígr 'stridsför, vapenför'.
Nom. uikr UFv1946;258 $ P/(se ÓnæmR), uikR U885
Ack. uih U884A, uik Ög18 $ , uik U47
Beläggen i U884, U885 avser samma person.
Biorn - Nordiskt Runnamaslexikon. http://www.sofi.se/servlet/GetDoc?meta_id=1472
Fda. Biorn (äv. som binamn), fsv. Biorn, Biørn (äv. som binamn), fvn. Biôrn
Av (fvn.) bjôrn (< urnord. *bernuR) m. 'björn'. Som f.l. → Biarn-, som e.l.
→ -biôrn.
Nom. biairn
-sson - "son of"
Returned for Additional Work:
1: Gabriel andvaka Kjotvason - New Badge
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Unfortunately, this badge conflicts with Merrick Dowling (reg. 08/2006 via Atenveldt), "Sable, a bend cotised
between two death's heads argent". There's one DC for changing the type of one of the secondary charge groups.
2: Sciath of Calanais Nuadh - Resub Device
Unfortunately, this device gives the appearance of marshaling. It was suggested to
coup the frets to remove this problem.
Ich hilfe,
Brigida, Saker
Kingdom of Calontir
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